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New arrival at LAX: an art festival

Jorge Oswaldo’s #LAXPoppies exhib it. (Photo: PanicStudio LA)

Poignant. Whimsical. Peaceful. Not words one usually associates with an airport.

Here’s another – art festival. Yet, these are words Los Angeles International Airport is

adding to its vocabulary with Influx: Art at LAX, its first public art festival. Two more

firsts – this weekend LAX hosts an Art Walk, as well as Everywhere Nowhere, an

original, live performance.

LAX’s Art Program, a partnership between the City of Los Angeles Department of

Cultural Affairs and Los Angeles World Airports (LAWA), began in 1990. LAX’s recent

$4.1 billion modernization project has stepped up the program. “Our Executive

Director, Gina Marie Lindsey, tapped the Art Program to be part of the airport’s

transformation,” says Sarah Cifarelli, art manager for LAWA. “With her support, we

were able to nearly double the number of exhibition sites at LAX, transforming our

underused public spaces into art spaces.”

Featured in Influx are 11 original, temporary art installations, which include the work of

45 Los Angeles-based artists in mediums ranging from video and large-scale

sculptures to mixed-media, ink drawings and murals.

Semi-permanent installations, which include regional artists, are also part of the mix.

All are located within Terminals 1, 2, 3, the New Tom Bradley International Terminal,

6, 7, and 8. Though the current art festival runs through the end of 2013, new

exhibitions will be installed approximately every six months.

This weekend’s events are centered around Sarah Elgart’s performance piece,

Everywhere Nowhere. Open to the public, the free, 60-minute performances are

scheduled Saturday and Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in an outdoor courtyard between

Terminals 1 and 2.
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This isn’t Elgart's initiation

into the program. In 2011,

LAX commissioned her to

choreograph another

performance piece,

Flyaway Home. This time

around, Elgart says her aim

is about “creating an arena

that allows the viewer,

designated or passerby, to

experience an old place

with new eyes – it’s about

making magic in the

mundane.”

Everywhere Nowhere also explores the notion of transition. “At LAX, people are on

their way to everywhere else,” Elgart told Yahoo! Travel. She hopes the piece will

bring viewers’ focus to what’s mesmerizing in their midst. In the case of Everywhere

Nowhere, that’s the airport. “LAX is a fascinating place in and of itself, where there’s

an amazing barrage of languages, cultures and people.”

Something else Everywhere Nowhere will draw attention to will be Influx. Hosted

concurrently will be a self-guided Art Walk of sites accessible to the general public.

Luring for travelers – a rich collection of art exhibitions beyond security viewable by

ticketed passengers only. Maps will be available at a welcome table at Terminal 1

arrivals. Audio will be provided via cell phones with a call-in number accessing

interviews with the artists.

Where the Art Walk begins? Terminal 1, with Jorge Oswaldo’s #LAXPoppies.

Oswaldo describes the exhibit’s eight pieces as “an interactive art experiment of

crowdsourced “timeless memories.” The poppies themselves represent the

bouquets of flowers often given to loved ones arriving off flights. Oswaldo’s goal with

#LAXPoppies: “To catch the attention of a traveler in motion, make them stop, take a

picture, and share within their network.”

Next on the route in Terminal 2’s departures is Barbara Strasen’s lenticular mural,

Flow and Glimpse. The 90-paneled mural transforms as viewers move past it, going

from a top-layer textured image to an underlying visual of Los Angeles.

Terminal 3 has three exhibitions on view to the public. Up first in the arrivals hallway

is Levitational, a group exhibition curated by John David O’Brien. Nine artists

contributed to Levitational in forms ranging from paintings and mixed-media to

sculpture. Its theme is “gravity defied,” a constant occurrence at airports.

Flanking Terminal 3’s

departure atrium is Joyce

Dallal’s Elevate, two

formations of paper

airplanes flying toward area

windows. Dallal imprinted

the airplanes with excerpts

from the Geneva

Conventions and Universal

Declaration of Human

Rights. Her impetus: “I

thought their subject matter

was particularly relevant to the location near security and the feeling one gets when

waiting in those long lines of being trapped and just wanting to get out.” While



installing the work, Dallal’s vision for Elevate shifted. “I realized Elevate’s location was

the last place people could say goodbye to their loved ones.” Elevate’s new goal

became to create a sense of peace for those goodbyes.

A “must-see” on the route is See Change in the international terminal. The permanent

video installation features 17 site-specific media artworks viewable on two large-

scale displays in the arrivals hall.

The final stop on the Art Walk is Terminal 6’s departures area, featuring Why Are

You Here/No Thing To Declare/Declare Experience by ETMCA (aka the Code Artist).

Each large-scale, urban painting is embedded with Morse code, asking questions

pertaining to travel. Something to spy – a red circle on one of the canvases; a

mistake made, and claimed, by ETMCA.

As for the other installations only on view behind security gates – they’re just one

more excuse to travel.
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A different kind of robot dance: Flickr photo of the day

The Japanese do love their robots. This well-camouflaged person is, ahem
… adjusting a giant robot nightclub dancer. Yep, and for 50 bucks you can
watch her “dance.” Somehow, during a time when almost everyone (well,
99 percent of us) is concerned about money, a Japanese entrepreneur
allegedly…
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Rhine River cruise on a new boat leads to Christmas
markets, heritage sites

Though most people think of cruises as large apartment-like ships
navigating through tropical waters, there’s another form of cruise distinctive
in its own right: a longship river cruise. With their smaller vessels, river
cruises are more intimate and can get you closer to the areas you’re…
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Retrace Nelson Mandela's legacy at these South
African sites

To better understand the scope of Nelson Mandela’s legacy in South
Africa, the country’s tourism office has released a list of attractions that
traces his life as a political prisoner, husband, father and anti-apartheid
crusader. Here are a few major landmarks connected to the
revolutionary…
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Top ski resorts for budgets and families

After looking at the cost of hitting the slopes across 30 resorts in Europe
and North America, a newly released report found that Bulgaria offers the
most affordable skiing this winter.
AFP Relax New s

Most affordable ski destinations: UK report

A wide sweeping report out of the UK has pegged the slopes of Bulgaria
as the most affordable place to take the family skiing.
AFP Relax New s

Phoenix’s Most Amazing Hotel Pools

Ready to escape the snow and ice? These desert oases offer plenty of sunshine and
splish-splashin' fun.
Minitime

Virginia Wine Shines at Wine Summit

Although California is thought of as the star of this county’s wine scene,
Virginia has managed to carve out its own niche.
The Daily Meal

Manitou Cliff Dwellings — the real deal or really fake?

They're the ancient ruins of an indigenous people. Or it's a tourist trap
that's fake, fake, fake. The Manitou Cliff Dwellings have certainly stirred up
debate on the Web. The truth lies somewhere in between, but we'll get to
that in a moment. The roadside attraction near Colorado Springs,…Compass

Sacred tourist site: Flickr photo of the day

Muslims are called to prayer five times each day and no matter where,
they turn toward Mecca, kneel and pray. In cities throughout the world the
Adhan (call to worship) can be heard coming from loudspeakers at local
mosques. Few mosques anywhere, however, are more beautiful than the
Sheikh Zayed…
Compass

Dec. 6, 1897: London first licenses motorized taxis

London’s black cabs are some of the city’s most beloved icons, and for
good reason. Drivers are required to pass a test showing they know the
locations of not just streets but also hospitals, parks, theaters and other
landmarks throughout the city — studying for it typically takes three
years.…
Compass

Is This the Best Vacuum Cleaner Ever?

The fastest growing floor-care brand in the UK (according to GFK) is now
in the US. The AirRam is light, cordless and powerful.

Michael Mina to Spearhead Restaurant in New 49ers
Stadium

It’s no surprise that Michael Mina will be spearheading the state-of-the-art
restaurant within the new 49ers stadium coming in August 2014.
The Daily Meal

Holiday Trip Tips: Hot Chocolate & Ice-Skating in San
Diego

Kimpton’s Hotel Solamar in San Diego, Calif., has launched a new urban
skating package called "Fall on Your Ice." Valid for stays from Dec.
The Daily Meal

8 Hotels with Free Minibars

Late-night cravings that cause you to reach for a snack in the hotel
minibar can be real money traps.
The Daily Meal
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Ziplining takes winery tours to new heights

Wine lovers who also happen to be adrenaline junkies are being courted in an emerging
trend with ziplining tours that soar above vineyard canopies. There is a disclaimer,
however: don’t drink and zip.
AFP Relax New s

Saudi Arabia now open to foreigners

Saudi Arabia launched a new tourist visa program this week that allows
foreigners to visit the kingdom’s tourist and historical sites. Announced
out of the Saudi Commission for Tourism and Antiquities earlier this year,
visitors are now able to apply for a tourist visa under the Extended
Umrah…
AFP Relax New s

Hotel prices rise in Prague and Vienna before
Christmas

The daily rate for a standard double room saw a decline in October and it
has continued to drop in most of the 16 major European cities analyzed
as part of the the latest Trivago-Relaxnews hotel price index -- with the
exception of Prague and Vienna, where Christmas fairs prove popular
destinations.
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Japan agency offers travel for your teddy bear

Then Japan has just the thing for you -- a travel agency that takes stuffed
toys on package tours and even provides the holiday snaps to prove it.
The more adventurous bear might like to see some of the grand temples
and shrines of the ancient capital of Kyoto for $95, or unwind in the hot
spring…
AFP Relax New s
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